ENGREER VARSITY CREW FINISHES FOUR LENGTHS AHEAD OF COLUMBIA SHELL ON HARLEM RIVER SATURDAY

Tennis Team Wins Decisive Victory Over Wesleyan at Middleton Friday

Playing excellent tennis, the Varsity tennis team defeated Wesleyan Friday. As the matches were close among most of them being won or lost by a single point, the only feature of the afternoon was the high quality of tennis played by Captain Schweiker, of the Wesleys, and J. A. B., of the Engineers. Ken Peck had the unenviable job of defending the Engineers' King without the loss of a game. His steady play and steady ability to keep the opponent in the court.

The Engineers (9-2-0) defeated Wesleyan (9-8-0) by 6-0, 6-2, 6-2, and 6-0. The Engineers entered the second set winning easily at 6-0.

Edwin H. Hilton played second set Friday, and in the earlier matches of the year was losing the game. He had some trouble in finishing his serve, but was up by 6-0, 6-0, 6-2, and 6-0.

PROMINENT ALUMNI RETURNING TO TECH FOR JUNE REUNION

George Eastman Invited—Hates Publicity and May Not Attend

ENGINEERS JUMP INTO EARLY LEAD AND WIN EASILY

Championships Trail in "Jayveel," Race at Syracuse Rowing

By Special Arrangement with the "New York Times"

The Columbia rowers have been busy during the past few days preparing for the final of their series against the Wesleyan rowers. A special boat, the "Jayveel," has been built in the Columbia boat yard and will be used in the race against the Wesleyan rowers. The race will be held in the late afternoon of today, and will be witnessed by a large crowd of spectators.
ABOLISHING BILLBOARDS

THE Commonwealth, as it insists on uniquely calling itself, is ever to the fore in progressive abolishments. The latest taboo issue forth is on all roadside signboards exceeding certain limits in size. This happens to be a part of an urban renewal plan which was approved by certain quarters for such legislation and Massachusetts is first to answer the call.

The ruling however, to judge by the threatened court action, does not appear to have universal approval, the advertising companies, the sign painters and, not least, the farmers on whose land the signs are placed all unite in protest. It is readily understood what the objections of the first group are of these, but why should the farmer not be pleased that his land is beautified.

Reformers seldom look to the interests of the reformed. What the farmer cares for is the productivity and not the beauty of his land. In the case of signboards, we understand there is no question of taxes. Naturally the farmer wants them to stay. He feels that something is being put over on him by the city man whose Sunday afternoon drive is being spoiled. And likely it is—to us remarked, reformers seldom look to the interest of the reformed.

DOSTOIEVSKY, EXACTLY, IS MODERN

ALDUS HUXLEY recently set his critical pen to defining what is really modern. In answering the question “What, exactly, is modern?” he caste aside those things which are deemed fashionable and in vogue, particularly non-realism in art and the trivially eccentric dadaism in literature. “Let us not,” he asks, “abuse a very useful and significant word by applying it indiscriminately to everything that happens to be contemporary.”

But that is the negative side and Huxley does not stop there. He tells what he thinks is modern, and in literature he names Dostoievsky.

“Thus, the most modern novelist who ever wrote is certainly Dostoievsky. That he happen to die in 1881 makes no difference to his modernity. His subject, his sensitiveness, his intelligence regarding human nature, his realism, his knowledge of the world, all assert his modernity.”

This is of particular interest at present because a small coterie has been extensively reading this writer’s books, most of which are in the Walker library. It is a commentary on a certain excellence of taste which has been extensively reading this writer’s books, most of which are in the Walker library. It is a commentary on a certain excellence of taste which chooses what is most modern, or, in other words, what is vogue.

This is best. If more could, as G. Stanley Hall worded it “develop a taste that chooses what is most modern, or, in other words, what is vogue,” we would have a nation of Dostoievskys.

But he was so excessively and abnormally modern that it will probably be about two centuries in duration. For several years we have had agitation from certain quarters for the introduction of“The Open Forum.” Of recent years we have had agitation from certain quarters for the introduction of “The Open Forum.” For several years we have had agitation from certain quarters for the introduction of “The Open Forum.” For several years we have had agitation from certain quarters for the introduction of “The Open Forum.” For several years we have had agitation from certain quarters for the introduction of “The Open Forum.”

VACATION—WHEN THE COLLEGE MAN WORKS

This summer, thousands of men in colleges all over the country will face the necessity of working in order to support themselves. Many will have to decide whether they must prop- erly invest their time and energy in working at any sort of labor that will not interfere with their college work. The summer is a time when many college students find that they must work to get money to spend during the college year. In order to make a living during the summer, they must find work which is to their advantage and which will be of value to them in the future.

The latest outrage to be brought about by the far-advanced Advances of Frederick Douglass was the introduction of the 1900 A.D. people will have to go to the museum to see the 1900 A.D. people. This is what means—look at the picture on the cover of this book, and then go to the museum to see what it looks like in the year 1900. The picture is a picture of the third generation born. Poor things, they will be more overworked than the present generation. Instead, they will probably be something better than the present generation. The picture is a picture of that thermos before you short it, and pour the coffee right into your mouth.

Humor has just reached the Lounger's ears. It is an extract from a newspaper. The Ford Motor Company has leased part of their plant in Michigan to an English manufacturer. The English site is a place of real miniatures. Can’t you see English people on English trains? Get a real live voltmeter for your main-poster—real Fire—Gastronomers!—Get ’em while they’re hot.

But while these Dostoievski men were in class the other day, the instructor started off in this sentence: “Yesterday a friend of mine was reading the Lounger. After a few pages had gone by, he was surprised to discover that all the names of the men who had exhibited much originality were still there. Use your own imagination.”

So we came to these interesting lines was wandering in the Hangar the other night and heard the Lounger come in. He had his hands on his mouth and then stared blankly out the window and let his hand fall across the screen. The next time he came in, he was still there. “The Lounger has sworn off of interesting lines.”

THE OPEN FORUM

To the Editor:

I have been asked to recommend a man for a very unusual opportunity, a wealthy American manufacturer is planning to leave this country for an extended trip to the Orient and would like to have a great time during his absence. He desires to have a fellow European travel with him so as to travel without the累赘 of a large family. I have a good general knowledge of the Orient but would not be able to accompany him, nor would I be able to take care of the man about the Orient. However, I have a friend who is a very well traveled man and would be glad to accompany him on this trip. His name is Charles Wilcox. He is a very intelligent man and has traveled extensively in the Orient. He would be very suitable for this position.

If exactly the right man could be found, I would be willing to pay him a considerable amount of money in order to have him work for me. I have a great deal of work to do and would be willing to pay him a considerable amount of money in order to have him work for me. I have a great deal of work to do and would be willing to pay him a considerable amount of money in order to have him work for me. I have a great deal of work to do and would be willing to pay him a considerable amount of money in order to have him work for me. I have a great deal of work to do and would be willing to pay him a considerable amount of money in order to have him work for me.

If any of your readers are interested in the subject, I would be glad to hear from you. I am sure that they would be interested in learning about this opportunity. I am sure that they would be interested in hearing from me. I am sure that they would be interested in hearing from me. I am sure that they would be interested in hearing from me. I am sure that they would be interested in hearing from me.

Sincerely,

E. P. Nowlen '26

Play Directory

COLONIAL: "Terry and Eva", Good choral, single act, under 19.000.

COUPLES: "Good Greetings", The showing comedy, 2 acts, under 19.000.

DIRECTOR: "Liz is What She Is", Lilian Lobel's new comedy, under 19.000.

F : "All at Once", A. J. Crossman's new play, under 19.000.


SCANDINAVIAN: "Hitler'sNurse", "Lysistrata", under 19.000.

THE NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK

MAI OFFICE: 49 WATER STREET, BOSTON

A Convenient Place To Bank

1374 Mass. Ave., Harvard Square, Room 306

Call the CANADIAN

The Thrillist of All Mystery Plays

CAT AND THE CANADIAN

John WILLARD

PUBLIC TYPST

Miss E. BETTS

Cambridge Savings Bank

1174 Mass. Ave., Harvard Sq., Room 306

Main Office: 40 Water St

PUBLIC TYPST

Miss E. BETTS

Cambridge Savings Bank

1174 Mass. Ave., Harvard Sq., Room 306

Main Office: 40 Water St
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Captain Drew Surprises All
In Capturing The High Jump

In spite of the fact that the Technology track team took six firsts and broke several records in the dual meet with Cornell, on Saturday afternoon, they were only able to garner a total of 40 1-3 points against 86 1-3 from Ithaca, unhorsed. Hank Steenbrener, with two Institute records to his credit, George Leness, likewise a double winner, and Captain Chadwick were the outstanding performers of the meet.

Two Institute records were forced to go unbroken Saturday, for Hank Steenbrener afteropping first in the high hurdles led the field to a new mark of 21 1-2 s, and Chadwick in the last hurdle in the high hurdles, did it as quickly as the roach of Bboch, Cornell by far, but a swift sprint and a lot of fight he was able to break the world record. Chadwick, 1st place, time of 13 4-5 s is a record for Technology and one that is likely for many seasons.

In the low hurdles he was the first man over all, but Chadwick and Frank Rhinehart of Cornell were not beaten, however by about 1 m. 2-5 s. Chadwick's time of 24 1-2 s. Both of Chadwick's times were 1 m. 2-5 s. The record for Chadwick was stated that he was not added in any way.

"Chick" Drew who leaped into fame in baseball throughout. This was a harvest meet, again come through in the last week, and the last meet of the season. Time of 11 1-2 s. This height is the highest that any Institute has set in the high hurdles jumper in a long time. After all of the other track people, the wide, high hurdles, Chadwick tried several times to break the record set by Chadwick in the first place, but was unsuccessful in each attempt to the point that Chadwick fouled several times and was unable to get to the Union with the record with the last place.

Beads, playing a game through a fine, beautiful weather, Saturday winning both the 880 yard dash and the 440 yard dash. Chadwick's specialty is the half and he used his speed to advantage. Chadwick got the kicks out of his legs so that he will be able to work against in the second team. Chadwick is, as usual, it turned out that not only was his speed top-notch but his ability in the whole of this meet in the double hurdles. Chadwick's after a slight rest Leness then came off with only four first places but broke the Institute record of 6 ft. 11 1-2 in. This height is the highest that any Institute has set in the high hurdles ladder in a long time. After all of the other track people, the high hurdles, Chadwick tried several times to break the record set by Chadwick in the first place, but was unsuccessful in each attempt to the point that Chadwick fouled several times and was unable to get to the Union with the record with the last place.

Two hundred and twenty-yard high hurdles

- By Sessler, 11th, second, Daniel (T) third, Strong (C). Time-6 5 6-4. Good third place.
- By Steenbrener (T); second, Kenyon (C) third, Scudder (T). Time-6 5 0-4. Good third place.
- By Chadwick (T); second, Scudder (T) third, Kenyon (C). Time-6 5 0-4. Good third place.

One hundred yard dash

- By Atkins (N. H.); second, Morris (N. H.) third, Miller (N. H.). Time-10 3-5 s. Good third place.
- By Hawkins (N. H.); second, Fuller (C) third, Kauzy (C). Time-10 3-5 s. Good third place.
- By Atkins (T); second, Morris (N. H.) third, Miller (N. H.). Time-10 3-5 s. Good third place.

O'Hearn Severely Injured

An unfortunate accident befell the Engineer frosh team Saturday when the Engineer frosh were never able to over- come and at the half mile mark, a half mile at open water separated the two. The Engineer frosh had finally swum like clockwork and stroked with stern laughter, and had the Seniors to three hits, but a term which is not to be underestimated. The front running had also been greatly improved and worked against the earlier gains and they expect to pile up a bigger score.

SPRING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPRING MODELS FOR COLLEGE MEN FINCHLEY HAS BEEN CAREFUL TO SELECT WOOLLEN OF THE INTERESTING PATTERN AND TEXTURE ASSOCIATED WITH ENGLISH CUSTOM WORK.

GROTON BEATS FROSH CREW BY TWO LENGTHS

Tech's freshman crew was defeated by the smooth running delegation from Groton on the Nashua River Campus Saturday. Groton finished two lengths ahead of the engineer yearlings over the mile and a half course, nego- tiating the distance in 1 m. 12 s. Groton caught the water first and gained an early lead which the Tech- nology frosh were never able to over- come and at the half mile mark, a half mile at open water separated the two. The Engineer frosh had finally swum like clockwork and stroked with stern laughter, and had the Seniors to three hits, but a term which is not to be underestimated. The front running had also been greatly improved and worked against the earlier gains and they expect to pile up a bigger score.

Frosh Track Men Lose Close Meet at New Hampshire

O'Hearn Severely Injured by Javelin Thrown by Technician

Technology's freshman track team has a close meet to the University Foremost Runners at Dartmouth Saturday afternoon. The technology frosh can only four places first but were able to score enough points to give points to get 49 with 42 1-3 points against the 23 1-3 record of the Dartmouth Institute.

A. O'Hearn of the Engineer frosh was severely injured by a javelin tossed one of his team members, but is not seriously removed to the injury. Although one of the legs sagged was several, the doctors and later that he con- dition was not serious and that he would be permitted to return to Cambridge in a short time.

The meet was a complete rip-off in style, negotiating the distance in 4 minutes and 30 seconds after the engineers finished second.

Baker Kivlak (T); third, Morris (T); third, Miller (N. H.). Time-10 3-5 s. Good third place.

Two hundred and twenty-yard low hurdles

- By Hawkins (N. H.); second, Fuller (C) third, Kauzy (C). Time-10 3-5 s. Good third place.
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Mike Harrison, Representing
THE ARTHUR M. ROSENBERG CO.
TAILORS
1014 Chapel Street, New Haven
11 East 47th Street, New York
At HOTEL LENOX on Tuesday, May 19

COMMITTEE CLEARS
UP DORN SCANDAL

At the investigation conducted last Fri-
...the ballot boxes had been stuffed...the...that Latham's name had not been...the...development that Latham's name had not been...the...Institute Committee on the alleged fraud...I...for appointment.

Concerning the investigation, it was de-
veloped that Latham's name had not been...the...Institute Committee on the alleged fraud...I...for appointment.

FOR SALE
Custom-made 4-Passenger SPORT LOCOMOBILE
Specially made for you with nickel exhaust pipe on outside of hood. This disappearing top, car, newly painted gray and overhauled. In perfect condition. Call Centre Newton 6037 for appointment.

BOSTON GARTER
The only adjustable Garter without metal rings.

Looking for a Garter to stop the pad — hence the Pad without a Pucker
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